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ESSENCE  
PROFESSIONAL 
SINGLE-HANDLE 
KITCHEN FAUCET

Clean lines and cylindrical 
modern design make the 
NEW GROHE Essence the 
natural choice for today’s 
cosmopolitan kitchen. The 
extended comfort spout 
height embodies minimalist 
beauty in its purist form, 
while the pull-out dual spray 
with toggle function allows 
for seamless switching 
between spray and regular 
water flow. Furthermore, 
the forward-rotating lever 
handle eliminates backsplash 
interference.

In addition to the new  
28mm cartridge that allows  
for a sleeker, more refined 
body, the integrated 
temperature limiter can be 
individually set to the desired 
maximum water temperature 
to prevent scalding.

The colour hoses shown are 
each sold separately and can 
be easily installed to replace 
the original hose.

REFRESHING 
SOLUTIONS

GROHE  
SilkMove  

28mm ceramic 
cartridge

Swivel area 360°

GROHE  
StarLight  

chrome finish

GROHE  
EasyDock M 

integrated magnet 
for seamless 

docking of the 
spray head

Flexible, hygienic 
GROHFlex kitchen 
Santoprene hose

Forward-rotating  
lever handle  

with integrated 
temperature limiter
to prevent scalding

Pull-out dual spray  
with toggle function

Locking push-button 
control to switch from 
regular flow to spray

Extended  
comfort spout  

height

Spray head 
incorporates flexible 
silicone nozzles and 
SpeedClean system 
for easy removal of 
limescale residue

COMING 
SOON...

CODE: 30294000  
WELS 0 STAR



COMING 
SOON...

EasySET
For Extreme Shower Enjoyment

Indulge in the ultimate showering experience 
that never forgets your preferred water source, 
temperature and volume of your perfect shower.

With the convenient push of a button, you 
can experience a cascading shower head or 
invigorating hand shower with body jets, all while 
maintaining control of the water volume with an 
easy turn of the dial.

Once you’ve selected the desired water volume 
using the intuitive dial, there’s no need to reset 
it again. For an even more fuss-free experience, 
you can install the PreSet control outside your 
bathroom and activate it with just one easy push 
before stepping into your shower.

If you plan to have hand showers, overhead 
showers and body jets all in one bathroom, 
EasySET gives you the flexibility to configure 
your dream shower so that it looks as good as 
it feels. The intuitive showering icons let you see 
exactly which EasySET option controls each 
shower outlet.

The EasySET thermostatic mixer provides a 
constant showering temperature, while the safety 
temperature control and auto shut-off function 
prevents accidental scalding should the cold 
water supply fail.
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Where Comfort 
Meets Convenience

American Standard has recently appointed Antoine Besseyre Des Horts to lead the iconic sanitary ware brand’s team 
of designers to create American Standard’s dream bathrooms. Besseyre holds a Master’s in Industrial Design from 
Nantes Atlantique Design School (France). He previously worked closely with Mr Paul Flowers at Grohe AG where he 
designed numerous successful collections for the European, American and Asian markets, and was part of the Grohe 
design team that won the prestigious Red Dot Design Team of the Year award.

Known to draw his design inspiration from the details of everyday life, his penchant for employing a user-centric 
creative process will continue to be the ethos of his design team at American Standard.

PUSH ON/OFF

TURN VOLUME

PROPOSED CONFIGURATIONS

ESSENTIAL ENJOYMENTEXPERIENCE

EASYSET  
BODY JET

EASYSET CONCEALED 
THERMOSTATIC MIXER 
CONTROL

EASYSET HEAD 
SHOWER CONTROL

EASYSET BODY  
JET CONTROL

EASYSET HAND 
SHOWER CONTROL
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REFLECTING 
HERITAGE  
AND STYLE

Heritage buildings of the calibre of the 1912 Mt Eden Council 
Chambers and the Mt Eden Fire Station, build in 1925, are 
rare in Auckland. As a pair these buildings are unique, and 
the aim of the project was to restore them, reflecting their 
eras and styles, so that they would last another century.

Chambers and Station comprises two historic, culturally  
and architecturally significant heritage buildings, preserved 
and developed into six luxury apartments. The original 
impressive interiors were restored to keep the historic 
character of the buildings.

The design philosophy was to retain and enhance the  
original heritage values of the buildings despite the 
adaptations required for a drastically new use. 

It was considered important to retain the separate characteristics 
of each of the two buildings while still creating a functional link 
between the Council Chambers and the Fire Station.

A new link was designed in structural glass using lightweight 
construction techniques in order to ensure that the heritage 
buildings remained dominant.

To bring the original structure up to seismic requirements,  
while retaining the heritage facade, a series of structural steel 
cross-bracing, ceiling and floor diaphragms was installed.

A mix of eye-catching design details, together with the use of high 
quality products and restoration methods have ensured that the 
buildings were finished to an exceptional standard.

The bathrooms feature natural stone and white marble, with 
charcoal porcelain floors and high-quality chrome and matt 
black European tapware.

The completed apartments boast large living areas, bespoke 
architecture and design that is thought out in every detail and 
aspect. The two penthouse apartments offer great views west 
and towards the city.

ELEMENTI

Corsair  
Undercounter Basin
BD-15149.WH

PARISI

L’Hotel BTW CC  
Toilet Suite
PN730

VADO

Origins Wall Mount 
Basin Mixer
VORI-109S

ELEMENTI BY AQUABELLA

Splash Black  
Column Shower
40230.13

VICTORIA + ALBERT

Ionian Bath
52090.10

ELEMENTI 

Uno Shower 
Mixer
42970.13

DEVELOPER
Nigel McKenna 
Templeton Ltd 

DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
Cyrus Greenbank 
Development Advisory Services 

ARCHITECT/LEAD DESIGNER
Jennifer Hanson
A Studio Architects

VADO

Origins Bath 
Spout
VORI-140

BAGNODESIGN

M-Line  
Kitchen Mixer
BD-16001.MBK



EVOLVE FURNITURE 
A CONTINUAL 
EVOLUTION
The ever popular ELEMENTI Evolve furniture collection now combines a pure 
white finish. This, in combination with the minimalistic profiling where handles 
are replaced with angled drawer profiles, helps achieve a sleek centrepiece for 
your bathroom. What’s more, Evolve furniture is expertly finished with superior 
New Zealand craftsmanship, and incorporates high quality componentry.

.WH
DEZIGNA  

WHITE GLOSS

.SO
SEASONED 

OAK

.OL
OILED  

LEGNO

A durable quality finish  

Environmentally certified moisture-resistant 
particleboard combined with a quality Melteca finish 
deliver a highly durable and easy-clean surface.

Evolve furniture is available in either Dezigna White 
Gloss, Seasoned Oak or Oiled Legno. When ordering 
add finish code to furniture code (e.g. 600 Evolve 
Seasoned Oak: 28462.SO) 5 Five Year Basin &  

Cabinet Guarantee
Manufactured in 
New Zealand

Built to last

With a 5 year basin and cabinet guarantee, Evolve 
vanities incorporate a thicker 16mm cabinet back 
for extra strength. Wall furniture also comes with 
additional steel brackets for stronger fixing.

Full extension soft close drawer technology

Evolve vanities incorporate Hettich full-extension 
drawer runners with integrated soft-close 
technology. All Hettich hardware also comes with  
a lifetime warranty.

Soft Close 
Drawer Slider

Hettich Drawer Hardware 
Lifetime Warranty

Sleek detailing

Handles are replaced with angled 
drawer profiles to achieve sleek 
detailing that’s expertly finished. 

AMERICAN STANDARD

SOLO
ELEMENTI

UNO
GROHE

ESSENCE
VADO

ORIGINS
ZUCCHETTI

PAN

174
151148 152145

WHAT’S YOUR MINIMALIST STYLE?
Why minimalist? With contemporary, simple, clean lines the minimalist handle is an enduring look in the bathroom.  
Outlasting any other handle option, each of our brands offer subtle differences for a unique design aspect.



The 
Classic 
Bathroom

RESIDENTIAL  
HOME FEATURE

Founded in the Bay of Plenty, Classic 
Builders has grown to include the 
Waikato, Northland, Auckland, 
Wellington and Queenstown and is 
the fifth largest residential building 
company in New Zealand.  

From city living to semi-rural residential 
properties, they design and build unique 
homes, tailored to the tastes and needs 
of each client.

PRODUCTS:

1 
Melange Basin Mixer 
Studio Plus 750 Wall Vanity

2 
Ion Black Basin Mixer 
Studio Plus 440 Wall Vanity

3 
Marzo Freestanding Bath

4 
Uno Black Basin Mixer 
Studio Plus 750 Vanity

5 
Senso Black Column Shower
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PH:  +64 9 573 0490  
FAX: +64 9 573 0495 
EMAIL:  sales@robertson.co.nz

Request our latest brochures...

Our latest IDEAS brochure is a treasure 
trove of innovative product and great 
design, while our GROHE brochure 
features the finest tapware from the 
masters of design and technology.  
Request your FREE copy now!

sales@robertson.co.nz

WELLINGTON

ROBERTSON

23 Marion St, Te Aro 
Ph: (04) 595 1165

Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm 
Closed Saturday and Sunday

For a bathware consultation please make an  
appointment by emailing sales@robertson.co.nz

CHRISTCHURCH

HOME IDEAS

37 Mandeville Street Riccarton 
Ph: (03) 348 2863

Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 10am - 4pm  Sunday 11am - 4pm
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AUCKLAND

ROBERTSON

25 Vestey Drive, Mt Wellington 
Ph: (09) 573 0490

Open Monday to Friday 8.30am - 5pm   
Saturday 9am - 1pm  Closed Sunday

HOME IDEAS

165 The Strand, Parnell  
Ph: (09) 303 4755

Open Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm 
Saturday 10am - 4pm  Sunday 11am - 4pm

For even more inspiration 
browse our online project 
portfolio, with feature  
imagery and a simple  
reference to products  
specified.

VIEW OUR 
IMPROVED 
ONLINE  
PROJECT 
PORTFOLIO

ACROSS

1 Brand the Origins collection belongs to

2 Push plate collection offering the INOX finish

3 Italian translation of “elements”

4 Spanish-made accessory range available in  
 Chrome, Brushed Nickel and Black

5 Zucchetti collection

6 The latest back-to-wall bath design  
 from Victoria+Albert

7 Collection where the shower mixer includes  
 an internal waterproof housing

8 One of the Grohe moments of truth

9 Material Victoria+Albert baths are made of

10 Collection of unique Bagno Design vessel basins

11 Brand with the following tagline:  
 Pure Freude an Wasser

DOWN

2 One of our Italian brands

3 Classic styled tapware range from Vado

4 Supplier of the German-made drawer  
 systems in the Elementi vanities

5 Circular mirror with LED lighting

6  Parisi collection offering an  
 overheight toilet

7 Collection of ultra flat shower heads

8 Square shower collection
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PUZZLED?
Take some time out  
and test yourself!

CROSSWORD ANSWERS

1 VADO
2 SLIM

ACROSS

3 ELEMENTI
4 PROJECT

5 BELLAGIO
6 ELDON

7 ION 
8 SILKMOVE

2 ARTCERAM
3 VICTORIANA

4 HETTICH
5 TONDO

DOWN

6  ELLISSE
7 VIBRANT

8 SENSO 9 QUARRYCAST
10 ZEN

11 GROHE


